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Project description : Full organ biogenesis in vitro remains a yet unreachable challenge. It is however
needed first to provide damaged tissue replacements for regenerative medicine, but also for drug
assessments and advanced biological investigations. The common goal of all tissue bioengineering
approaches is to recapitulate in vitro the in vivo tissue features. Since its inception, 3D bioprinting has
clearly made significant progress towards the goal of functional tissue production. However, many
efforts must still be made to properly differentiate cells and promote the tissue development and
organization in printed tissues. This is particularly linked to the need to recapitulate both the
extracellular structures, the intercellular organization, and the mechanical stimulation experienced in
vivo, in order to finally promote a functional tissue development.
We have developed these last years a series of tools to advance these challenges. On one hand, we
have introduced a magnetic tissue engineering technology, taking advantage of cell magnetization to
further organize magnetic cells in 3D assemblies and stimulate them at will by means of external
(electro)magnets.1 On the other hand, thanks to microfluidic approaches, we are investigating the
structural role of the 3D microenvironment to provide anisotropic cell with guidance cues or to control
their biomechanical and or biochemical environment.2
This project aims at initiating a novel research methodology in the field of 3D bioengineering with a
tuned balance between magnetic cellular component and structural components.
Both will be specifically designed towards the common goal to address the need for cellular anisotropic
alignment and mechanical (compression/elongation) stimulation that is common for many types of
tissues, including muscle (cardiac or skeletal) and nervous ones. It will include the use of tissue
spheroids, muscle precursor cells, and induced pluripotent stem cells to force in situ their
differentiation with mechanical and structural cues.
This master project will welcome candidates with background in biomedical and biomaterial science,
biophysics, bioengineering, and/or nanoscience, and is expected to be continued with a PhD thesis,
funded by ANR.
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